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In follow-upto the Dep~ent of Energy acceptance of the Defense Nuclear Facilities
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-TheImplementationPhi w=” &veloped by,a workinggroup,@ close liaison with
~~~your@. Oversightfor the ~’s developmentwas providedby ascnior Steering
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an aggressiveprogramof tieredassessmentand comectiveactionthatrespondsto the
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developmentof this Plan. The Department has formulated a comprehensive plan to
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) Recommendation
94-4, regarding Deficiencies in Criticality Safety at the Oak
Ridge Y-12 Plant, was issued September 27, 1994, and subsequently
accepted by the Secretary of Energy on November 18, 1994.

The Recommendation discusses weaknesses in operator discipline,
criticality safety programs including procedures, and adequacy of
Department of Energy (DOE) and contractor experience, training,
and performance. The Recommendation further refers to a
September 22, 1994, event in which DOE and contractor staff
failed to take adequate corrective actions to an identified
violation of nuclear criticality safety limits. Following that
event, the operating contractor, Martin Marietta Energy Systems,
Inc., (MMES) curtailed a number of nuclear operations at the Y-12
Plant.

The contractor and DOE have engaged in a number of initiatives to
ready the Y–12 facilities for resumption of operations, in
accordance with DOE Order 5480.31, “Startup and Restart of
Nuclear Facilities.” The purpose of this 94-4 Implementation
Plan (Plan) is to recognize the deficiencies that exist in the
criticality safety program at the Y–12 Plant, present an
aggressive schedule of near-term actions which provide a
foundation to support the resumption effort, and layout a path of
programmatic improvements which will assure an adequate level of
safety over the long-term.

The Department’s intended course of action is to take immediate
actions to correct safety deficiencies and validate those actions
through a formal DOE Order 5480.31 restart process. The
Department will then pursue a program of independent expert
review to ensure that needed program improvements and culture
changes are institutionalized.

The urgency of the criticality safety issues have focused
immediate attention on near-term initiatives to address the most
pressing needs, in support of the resumption effort. Martin
Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., and Defense Programs (DP) are
earnestly pursuing many actions which demonstrate a clear
understanding of the issues and a willingness to correct the root
causes.



i To that end, MMES has issued and DP has approved a plan for
4 phased resumption of activities at the Y-12 Plant. The near-term,’

initiatives in this Plan capture the key elements of the
resumption effort.

This Plan’s longer-term tasks build on successful initiatives in
the areas of Conduct of Operations and Training and Qualification
by importing resources and activities borne out of the
implementation efforts for Board Recommendations 92-5 and 93-3,
such as the Training Assistance Team concept.

To facilitate the Plan integration, DP has designated the Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Military Application and Stockpile
Support (DP-20) to provide the central leadership for the
development and execution of the Plan.

The Plan’s activities are organized into the following tasks:

Organization
Criticality Safety Approval (CSA)/Operational Safety

Requirement (OSR) Implementation
Criticality Safety Program
Conduct of Operations
Technical Competence
Corrective Actions
Reporting Requirements
Change Control ‘

Task 1, Organization, establishes clear-cut internal leadership
for the development of the Plan. The task establishes a Senior
Steering Committee composed of senior (Deputy Assistant Secretary
level) management to include representatives from the Offices of
DP, Environment, Safety and Health (EH), Human Resources (HR),
Field Management (FM), and Oak Ridge Operations Office (OR) to
oversee Plan development and execution.

Task 2, CSA/OSRsj is a review of CSA/OSR adequacy and compliance
using a tiered approach. The task first requires MMES to review
and evaluate root causes and propose corrective actions. The
task then calls for an independent DP Headquarters review to
determine root causes and evaluate the adequacy of contractor
corrective actions.

Task 3, Criticality Safety, requires a comprehensive contractor
review of the criticality safety program. Results of this review
will build into a comprehensive review by an independent expert
team. The focus of this task is to identify and correct
deficiencies and ensure that a strong criticality safety program
is established for the long–term.
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Task 4, Conduct of Operations, relies on two independent teams to
evaluate the full Conduct of Operations Program (COOP) against
DOE Order 5480.19, utilizing the model established during the
Pantex COOP Enhancement Program and also the broader
Recommendation 92-5 concepts. The two assessment reports will
lead to one COOP Action Program to implement COOP enhancements.

Task 5, Technical Competence, draws upon a formal assistance
program, established as a result of the implementation of
Recommendation 93-3, using a Trai.ni.ng Assistance Team to evaluate
and assist in improving the performance of both contractor and
DOE in the areas of training, experience, and performance.

Task 6, Corrective Actions, provides for the integration and
tracking of findings from Tasks 2 through 5 and near-term
initiatives.

Task 7, Reporting Requirements, keeps appropriate DOE, Board
members, and staff aware of progress and activities regarding the
issues addressed in the Plan.

Task 8, Change Control, provides a process to handle
implementation course corrections or process changes.

Appendix A provides a detailed mapping of the Board’s
Subrecommendations against Plan Commitments and Deliverables.
Appendix B provides a Flow Diagram for Task deliverables. A
glossary and list of acronyms and abbreviations are provided as
Appendices C and D, respectively.
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-> INTRODUCTION

)
On September
dealing with
Y-12 Pi-ant.

27, 1994, the Board issued Recommendation 94-4
Deficiencies in Criticality Safety at the Oak Ridge
The Secretary of Energy accepted the Recommendation

on November 18, 1994. -
-.

The Y-12 Plant is one of three installations at Oak Ridge managed
by MMES; the other two being K-25 Site and Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL). For four decades, the Y–12 Plant has been and
remains the national center for,the handling, processing,
storage, and disassembly of all DOE controlled enriched uranium
materials and components, as well as depleted uranium and other
special material components.

Department pf Energy DP missions at Y-12 include the dismantling
of nuclear weapons components, storing special nuclear materials,
maintaining nuclear weapons components production capability, and
stockpile support.

Implementation Plan 94-4 is based on the premise that a very
aggressive program of self-review, independent expert review, and
corrective actions are needed to bring about a substantial
improvement in nuclear safety and performance so that”nuclear
operations can: 1) be resumed in the near-term to support

.

)

national security initiatives; and 2) be maintained at a
permanent level of safety performance commensurate with standards
and models established at Savannah River Tritium Facilities,
Pantex, and TA-55 at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL).

The Plan presents a comprehensive program of Near-Term
Initiatives addressing the concerns expressed in
Subrecommendation (l). Longer-term programmatic improvements
addressing Subrecommendations (2) through (4) are captured in
Task Areas 2 through 6. Task Area 1 establishes the management
structure necessary for developing the Plan. Task Areas 7 and 8
provide reporting requirements and a change control process,
respectively.

A critical assumption in the Plan is the ability of MMES and the
Y-12 Site Office (YSO) to proceed with a rigorous and orderly DOE
Order 5480.31 resumption effort. Many activities and milestones
in the Plan are linked directly to resumption and the resumption
schedule.

The following is an overview which summarizes the actions taken
or planned in relationship to each Subrecommendation:

..-
+.
)
,.. 4



Subreconunendation (1) tasks DOE to determine the immediate
actions necessary to resolve the criticality safety deficiencies
at the Y-12 Plant, including the restoration of operations and
the associated evaluation and corrective actions to resolve the
causes for the cessation of operations.

The Department and MMES have taken prompt action to address the
above issues. The MMES conducted an investigation, determined
root causes, and documented their results in a Type C
Investigation of the Y-12 Plant Criticality Safety Infraction
Event, Y/AD-622, October 14, 1994; MMES then issued their Plan
for Continuing and Resuming Operations, Y/AD-623, October, 1994;
DP ammended and approved that Plan in a letter to the OR dated
November 8, 1994, and formally provided both documents to the
Board in a November 8, 1994, letter from Dr. Reis to Chairman
Conway letter.

Those documents provide the high-level framework for the design
and scope of the resumption effort. Their essential elements
have been incorporated into the Readiness Assessment (RA) Plans
of Action and RA Implementation Plans. A listing of their
associated Deliverables is provided in the Near-Term Initiatives
section below.

Subrecommendation (2) part (a) recommends an evaluation of
compliance with OSRS and CSAS, including root cause analysis and
corrective actions. Similar reviews at the Pantex Plant and LANL
are mentioned as guides. The Plan’s activities addressing
subrecommendation (2a) are presented as near-term initiatives
N1.1,through N.1.5 and Task 2.

Subrecommendation ‘(2) part (b) recommends a comprehensive review
of the nuclear criticality safety program at the Y-12 Plant. A
two-level programmatic evaluation will be conducted and”
appropriate corrective actions defined and executed as discussed
in Task 3 of this Plan. Additionally, programmatic issues
germane to resumption will be identified as part of Near-Term
Initiatives N.1.l through N.1.3 and progress will be reflected in
the Quarterly Reports.

Subrecommendation (2) part (c) recommends a comparison of the
current status of COOP to the level identified in Recommendation
92-5. Task 4 describes the process to conduct a complete
evaluation of the COOP implementation status in a manner which
has proven successful at the Pantex Plant. Plan activities are
presented as Near-Term Initiatives N3 and Task 4.



-> Subreconunendation (2) part (d) recommends development of plans,
including schedules, to address deficiencies identified i.n the
above analyses. Each Task in the Implementation Plan results i.n
assessment reports and corrective action plans. Task 6 draws
together the various findings and corrective actions from those
documents. Task 7 will provide for the sununation and reporting
of corrective action progress on a quarterly basis.

Subreconunendation (3) recommends that DOE evaluate the
experience, training, and performance of key DOE and contractor
personnel. The actions in response to this portion of
Recommendation 94-4 include a Training Assistance Team evaluation
of the technical adequacy ‘ofthe MMES and DOE personnel in
accordance with the methodology developed as part of the response
to Board Recommendation 93-3.

Part of the Team’s review will include an evaluation of the
progress and results of the larger DP staffing review, which is
currently in progress. The Training Assistance Team assessment
is described in Task 5. A near-term performance baseline is
discussed in N.301.

Subrecommendation (4) recommends that DOE take whatever actions
are necessary to correct deficiencies identified in
subrecommendation (3) above. Task 5 requires corrective action

..

)

plans for the deficiencies identified by the Training Assistance
Team assessments. Task 6 describes the overall management of
corrective actions for identified deficiencies.

6
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,. NEAR-TERM INITIATIVES$<
/’ The Department recognizes the importance and magnitude of the

level of effort discussed in the Implementation Plan. Aggressive
efforts have been initiated to complete Near-Term Initi.ati.ves
which can quickly achieve momentum and demonstrate success i.n
implementing this Plan.

Because of the urgency of issues raised in Subrecommendation (l),
which requires DOE to determine the immediate actions necessary
to resolve nuclear criticality safety deficiencies, the Plan
proyides comprehensive, Near-Term Initiatives which are intended
to address the concerns raised in the Subrecommendation and
thereby support facility resumption.

The November 8, 1994, letter from Dr. Reis to Chairman Conway
broadly summarized the Department’s actions for addressing
Subrecommendation (1) in support of resumption. The documents
required by DOE Order 5480.31 for initial resumption are the
deliverables for Subrecommendation (l); they are listed in
Paragraph N.4.2.

Additionally, there are some aspects of Subrecommendat’ions (2a),
(2b), (2c), and (3) that should be addressed in the near term.
AS such, a number of reports, activities, and actions mentioned
in Near-Term Initiatives are stand-alone deliverables to be

)

completed in conjunction with resumption, to provide content and
structure beyond the products of the RA process.

1 Nuclear Criticality Safety

(Note: Deliverable dates for deliverables N.1.l through N.1.5
are tied to first resumption schedule and are therefore depicted
as target dates.)

N.1.l The MMES shall conduct an evaluation of the nuclear
criticality safety program and CSA/OSRs supporting the first
resumption area and Special Operations to date. This evaluation
will identify specific deficiencies~ including their potential
application to other areas, root cause(s), training deficiencies,
and lessons learned.

Deliverable: Report
Action: MMES
Target: April 1995

.

j
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1
N.1.2 The MMES shall address the corrective action for
deficiencies identifed in N.1.l in a Corrective Action Plan

,) (CAP). The CAP will include the requirement to continue the
implementation of the upgrade program discussed above through
resumpt-ion process.

..

Deliverable: C~
Action: MMES
Target: May 1995

N.1.3 The MMES will provide a closure report to the Restart

the

Authority validating and summarizing the &losure of deficiencies
in the CAP associated with the first resumption area. As a
minimum, MMES will confirm that all safety significant
procedures, CSAS, and OSRS identified to support the first
resumption for use within the next 12 months have been reviewed,
revised as necessary, and validated. Procedures and CSA/OSRs
which fall outside of the 12-month window will be controlled such
that they are subject to the upgrade program prior to their use.

Deliverable: Report
Action: MMEs
Target: With Line Management Certification Letter (see

N.1.5 below)

N.1.4 The MMES will revise their criticality safety approval

)

process such that the resulting criticality safety documents
clearly state all criticality safety requirements for a specific
proposed activity. The MMES will report that this process has
been developed, including any necesary training on the process,
and deliver the revised procedure(s).

Deliverable: Report/Procedure
Action: MMEs
Target: March 1995’

N.1.5 The MMES shall document, within the MMES Line Management
Certification Letter, the use of compensatory measures related to
CSA/OSR implementation. The documentation will discuss the
nature of the compensatory measure and the conditions necessary
for its removal. Other descriptive requirements for compensatory
measures include the identification of roles and
responsibilities, training and qualification requirements, a
monitoring process for effectiveness and a long-term needs
assessment for all personnel-related compensatory measures.

8



~. Deliverable: MMES Line Management Certification Letter
i Action: MMES

Due: As necessary to support resumption

Longer-term/programmatic improvements to criticality Safety are
discussed in Task Areas 2 and 3.

2 Line Management and Oversight

N.2.1 The DOE Y-12 Site Office shall provide a plan to DOE/OR to
oversee the resumption of nuclear operations and to assess
programmatic

Deliverable:
Action:
Due:

improvements at the Y-12 Plant.

Plan
Y-12
Completed November 18, 1994 (attached)

N.2.2 The DOE/OR shall deliver a report which provides a review
of the MMES Investigation Report, assesses MMES and DOE actions,
and addresses the OR oversight role in the Y-12 incident
involving criticality safety deficiencies. Recommend corrective
actions.

Deliverable: Report ‘
Action: OR
Due: Complete Ott 13, 1994 (attached)
Deliverable: Corrective Actions
Due: April 1995

N.2.3 DP line organization shall provide a report documenting
its continued participation in the resumption process; discuss
the line organization
method of assessment;
technical assistance;
support.

Deliverable: Report
Action: DP-24

review activities onsite; the scope and
the results as determined with DP-30
the use of independent experts; and RA

Due: Prior to First Resumption

N.2.4 Defense Programs shall evaluate DP-20 line management and’
its role in Y-12 safety issues. This evaluation shall be
conducted by a team of facility operations experts outside of the
DP-20 line organization. Defense Programs will provide a report
which identifies line management weaknesses and recommends.
corrective actions. Defense Programs line organization will
develop a CAP.

.

9



–% Deliverable: Report

)
\i Action: DP-
,, Due: April 1995

Deliverable: CAP
Action: DP-20
Due: June 1995

N.2.5 Office of Environment, Safety, & Health (EH) shall assess
its role in oversight of Y-12 safety issues.

Deliverable: Report
Action: EH
Due: April 1995
Deliverable: CAP
Due: May 1995

3 Conduct of Operations/Performance

N.3.1 The MMES will prepare an assessment of the current COOP
posture including proposed near-term corrective and/or
compensatory actions. Identified actions will include those
which are necessary to insure satisfactory formality of
operations in both facilities undergoing upgrade for near-term
resumption, as well as those facilities which continue to carry
on a limited degree of activity, such as Special Operations. The
review should consider the following: 1) investigations and
action plans pr,epared as a result of the September 22, 1994,
event; 2) lessons learned from Special Operations; 3) feedback
and observations from mentors; and 4) implications of occurrences
and other events illustrating COOP weaknesses.

Deliverable: Report/CAP
_ Action:, ms

Target: . May 1995 (based on First Resumption)

N.3.2 The use of mentors as compensatory measures for COOP
requirements shall be documented in the MMES ,Line-Management
Certification Letter. Qualifications, experience, and
responsibilities for mentors shall be established. Minimum
requirements necessary for mentor removal shall be defined.

Deliverable: Line-Management Certification Letter
Action: MMEs
Due: As necessary to support resumption

Longer-term/programmatic improvements to Conduct of Operations
are discussed in Task Area 4.

10
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r ,4 Readiness Assessments ..
.,.

N.4.I The MMES/Y-12/OR shall complete the development”of ~
implementing procedures for DOE Order 5480.31. .’

Deliverable: Procedures
Action: MMES/Y-12/OR

.“

Target: March 1995 (Based upon resumption schedule ‘for
first resumption area)

N.4.2 The MMES/OR shall demonstrate the 8uccessful planning and
execution of Readiness Assessments per DOE 0rder5480.31 and the
above procedures. . . ,.

Deliverables: For the First Resumption Area:
. . ..

lIl!ES/DOE Plans of Action and I~ple.mentation Plan I
MMES Line-Management Certification of Readiness to

Commence the MMES Readiness AssessIuent
MMES Readimess to,proceed Memorandum w/Endorsements

.MMES/DOE Readiness Assessment Reports
MMES/DOE Closure Validation Reports

.,

Action: MMES/OR
-Due: As required during resumption

Deliverables: For Follow-on Resumption Areas:

MMES Readiness to Proceed Memoranduxu w/Endorsements
Readiness Assessment Reports (for Readiness Assessments “

performed)
MMES/DOE Closure Validation Reports

.
.

I

,.

11” --

‘.
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) Task 1: ORGANIZATION

/ Establish clear-cut internal leadership and management structure
for the development of the Plan.

Purpose:

- TO assemble the management structure necessary to oversee the
development of the Plan. This task recognizes that DOE wide
participation is a key element in effecting a Plan responsive to
all elements of the Recommendation.

Discussion:

TheDOE has recognized that an integrated, systems approach is
needed in addressing some of the complex and far-reaching issues
it faces.

‘“‘3

Employing this approach,’ while building on lessons learned from
prior Board Recommendations, notably 93-3, the Department will
first establish a senior management level committee (referred to
as the Senior Steering Committee) tasked with achieving DOE-wide
consensus on the concepts and methodologies called for in the
Plan. The Committee will provide clear-cut internal leadership
and ensure effective, coordinated execution of initiatives at the
Department-wide level. .

) The next level of management structure is a Senior Working Group,
with the responsibility to oversee the daily activities in
assembling the Plan. This Group will meet frequently to ensure
that the Plan stays focused on the Recommendation and also
captures the needed elements reflected in ongoing Department
initiatives, such as Training and Qualification.

The Senior Working Group will also charter working groups for
independent assessments as defined in the remaining task .

initiatives.

Together with the Senior Steering Committee, the Senior Working
Group will establish the vision for the Plan, to include the
desired state of operations at the Y-12 Plant following execution
of the Plan.

Finally, the Plan will rely on a cadre of Task Area Leaders who
will manage their respective sections under the guidance of the
Senior Working Group. Task leaders will also be responsible for
implementing the task and the shepherding of deliverables through
the Working Group, Steering Committee, and ultimately to the
Board.

) 12
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Commitment 1.1 Defense Programs shall issue a memorandum to
affected Cognizant Secretarial Officers (CSOS) which proposes
overall strategy for Plan, management structure, draft
Implementation Plan, and schedule. Formally establ~sh DP Chair

of the Committee to manage the Plan.

Deliverable: DP-1 memorandum
Action: DP-1
Due: Completed December 2, 1994 (attached)

Commitment 1.2 Establish Senior Steering Committee composed of
senior management (DAS level or equivalent) and Senior work~~
Group to include representatives from DP, EH, HR, FM, OR.
Committee shall oversee the development of the Plan and execution
of its commitments. The Group will manage the daily activities
of assembling the Plan.

Deliverable: List of Action Officers
Action: Senior Steering Committee
Due: Completed January 1995 (attached)

‘“)~... 13



‘> Task 2: CSA/OSR IMPLEMENTATION

Specifically for&late and execute independent assessments of
Operational Safety Requirements (OSRS), Criticality Safety
Approvals (CSAs),and safety significant procedures of Y-12
nuclear operations. Proven experts in criticality safety will
evaluate completed actions and the long-term posture of MMES and
DOE related to the adequa”cy of upgraded CSA/OSR procedures and
their execution. This task and the near-term initiatives on
Nuclear Criticality Safety (N.1) fully address Subrecommendation
2a of Board Recommendation 94-4.

Purpose:

To complement the resumption activities defined by the Readiness
Assessment process and Near-Term Initiatives related to CSA/OSR
implementation. More specifically, Task 2 will take a long-term
or post-resumption perspective in the assessment of Y-12 nuclear
operations. In performing this assessment, both a review of MMES
and Y-12 findings and post-resumption actions from the N.1.2 CAP
and a limited scope independent assessment will be conducted to:
(1) evaluate compliance withOSR/CSAs; (2) determine root cause
of identified violations; and (3) evaluate the application of
experience gained during review at the Pantex Plant and TA-55 at
LANL .

,“
f:

)
,,

Discussion:

The Board’s Recommendation, their trip reports, and the
contractor’s own self-assessment all highlight the weaknesses in
the implementation of CSA/OSRs in,the plant. Operator
understanding, together with proper and.strict implementation of
these requirements, is essential in ensuring that the plant can
be safely operated and maintained as defined and expected in the “
plant’s safety analysis. This task provides the rigorous review
and corrective actions necessary to assure satisfactory
implementation of CSA/OSRs.

A tiered assessment approach will be developed to address both
the short-term (resumption oriented) issues and the long-term
management of CSA/OSR implementation. The completion of
resumption oriented actions and longer-term corrective actions
associated with Subrecommendation ’(2a) are the responsibility of
MMES and OR as discussed in Near-Term Initiatives N.1. The third
assessment tier will be an independent DOE Headquarters
assessment of MMES and DOE OR as described below.

““i
.)

.
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?+ The assessment will provide a high-level evaluation of whether
,? resumption oriented commitments are being fulfilled and that

long-term plans are consistent with Recommendation 94-4; an
assessment program (AP) and a final report’will be prepared.

Commitment 2.1 Prepare an Assesment Program. The AP shall
consider the items listed below as minimum scope:

0 Applicable portions of completed Readiness Assessments
as a broad scope application to Y-12;

o Evaluation of completed actions in Near-Term
Initiatives for Nuclear Criticality Safety;

o Evaluation of corrective actions related to probable
causes documented in the Type C Investigation (Y/AD-
622);

0 Evaluation of corrective actions related to causal
factors in the report, “Evaluation of Criticality
Safety Discrepancy Data, “(MMES internal correspondence
of October 12, 1994);

o An assessment of progress by MMES in Phase III & IV
activities involving criticality safety as defined in
“Plan for Continuing and Resuming Operations, “(Y/AD-
623), or subsequent plans’ as revised; and

o Lessons learned from resumption activities at the
Pantex Plant and TA-55 facility at LANL will be
developed and applied.

Deliverable: Assessment Program
Action: Assessment Team
Target Date: July 1995 (Based upon the completion of the

first resumption area)

Commitment 2.2 Conduct an independent assessment as defined
above and prepare a final report.

Action: Assessment Team
Deliverable: Final Report.
Due Date: December 1995, or within 60 days of the second

resumption; whichever is earlier.

Commitment 2.3 The DOE final report will have a CAP developed by
MMES/Y-12/OR.

Action: MMEs/Y-12/oR
Deliverable: Corrective Action Plan.
Due Date: Within 60 days of the date of the final report in

2.2 above.

15



Task 3: CRIZ7CALITYSAFETY PROGRAM

Conducts a complete comprehensive review of the Y-12 CriticalitySafety Rrogra%

including the adequacy of procedural controls, the utility of the criticalitysafety approvals,
and a root cause analysisof noncompliances found in preresumption reviews.

Verify that the crt”ticalitysafetyprogram is establishedat the Y-12 site and ensure that
DOE Order 5480.24, “Criticality Saf@y, ” is comprehensively addressedand that the tools
provided for adm”nistrti”vecontrols are appropriateto the users. The review willfurther

determ”ne whether the CriticalitySafety l+ogram meets the following objectives:

o“ MMES organi&”on responsiblefor criticalitysafetyprograms is in place and

staffed (training aspectswill be addressedin Task 5);

o Maintenance programs supporting criticalitysafety equipment together with the
appropn”atechange control procedures are in place;

o A program for performing nuclear criticalitysaf@ evaluti”ons has been developed

and implemented;

o Zhe appropriateadm”nistr~”ve controls and implementing procedures “arein place;
and

o l%e facili~ has incorporated the requirements of DOE Order 5480.24and

implemented applicablepo~”ons of DOE Orders 5480.3and 5480.4 and Amen”can

Nuclear Soci@ (MS) Standards 8.1, 8.3, 8.5, 8.7, 8.15, and 8.19.

Discusswn:

Durz”ngreviews of existing cn”ticalitysafety approvalsfor thefacilities at the Y-12 site, a
large number of discrepancieswere identified Mati”n Marietta Energy Systems, Inc, will

fully evaluate the CriticalityS@f@ l+ogram for thefacilities at the Y-12 site, deternu”nethe

root cause of defla”ena”es,and develop correti”ve action plans. llhe objed”ve is to develop
aformal, documented program of m“ticalitysafety in accordance with the requirements

addressedabove

Additionally, progra~”c issues germane to resumption w“ll be identified aspart of Near-
Term Initiatives N.1.l through N.1.3 and progress will be rejlected in the Quarterly
Reports. ,

After the MMES review, the independent DOE team used in Task 2 will evaluate thefull
m“ticalitysafetyprogram at the Y-12 Plant. The Task 3 rew”ewis intended to be conducted
concurrently and w“thcriteria that complement the review discussed in Task 2. This

coordinated assessmentwill ensure that all applicable topics are reviewed while at the same

time eliminating redundancy.
ch.4



Chmitme nt 3.1 The MMES shall develop criten”abased upon industry standardsand

DOE Order 5480.24. This ach”vityshould be worked in conjunch”onwith criteria
developmentfor independent review, discussed in 3.4.

Deliverable: Ciiteria

Acti”on: MMES

Target: July 1995 (Based on first restati)

Commitmen t 3.2 The MMES will evaluate the criticalitysafety and integrate the results of

CSA evaluations and the results of the previous 12 months of internal or external criticality
safety assessmentsinto thejlnal report The conduct of a systems engineert”ngevaluation

of the MMES standardsprogram and exunu”nah”onof operah”ngprocedures (k, CSAS,
OSRs, Class 1 l%ocedures) can

more useabkz

Deliverable: Report
Action: MMES

be more efficient, consistent with the Y-12 compl~ and

Due: December 1995 or ~“thin 60 days of second resumption,
whichever is earlier

Ci2mmihent 3.3 Develop a corrective action plan for deficiencies identified above,

including Root Cause Deterrninti”om

Deliverable: cm
Action: MMES

Due: 60 days after completion of report in
Commitment 3.2 above.

Cbmmitmat 3.4 Develop a m“ticalitysafety review program to assessthe performance

obje&”ves discussed in the above I%rpose seti”on. Specific assessmentcriteria will be

generatedfor each objective

Deliverable: Assessment Program

Action: DOE Team
Target: July 1995 (Based on first resumption)
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Gmdtment 3.5 Conduct an assessmentof the MMES7Y-12 criticalitysafetyperformance
objech”vesper the program developed in Com”tment 3.4. Evaluate the corrective ati”on

program

Assess a smart sample of criticalitysafety analyses and their independent review.

o Sample the analysesthatform the bases of the criticalitysafetyprogranq and
o Develop essentialcn”teriafor conjlgurti”on management, independent review,

independent analysismethodology, sample basis and sample expansion, and

technical contenk

Deliverable: Report
A&”on: DOE Team
Due: September 1996

Gnmben t 3.6 MMES and ORYX-12 develop respecb”veCorre&”ve Action Plans

Deliverable: cm

Ad-on: MMEWY-121OR
Due: Within 60 days of the report in Co~”trnent 3.5
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Task 4: CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS

Establishes the baseline for COOP implementation with independent
assessment teams, comprised of proven experts in COOP.

Purpose:

To establish the implementation level of COOP activities at MMES
and at Y-12 with separate MMES and DOE assessments. From these
assessment baselines, prepare a comis’ined COOP Action Program (AP)
of tasks that will enhance COOP performance. Within the COOP AP,
specifically address the lack of rigor in COOP that has permitted
less than strict compliance with procedures.

Discussion:

Recommendation 94-4 and the December 21, 1994, Board letter -
identified one causal factor regarding Y-12 Site safety
deficiencies to be a lack of rigor in COOP that permitted less
than strict compliance with procedures. The intent of this task
is to examine the level of COOP discipline and problems with
safety culture in the Y-12 Facilities and compare that level to
the essential standards and benchmarks established in the
Recommendation 92-5 effort, as well as at the Pantex Plant.

Following the two assessments, a combined AP will be prepared
which will improve organizational performance and provide greater
assurance in the safety management process of daily operations.

Although it is recognized that the resumption RAs will evaluate
some elements of DOE Order 5480.19, “Conduct of Operations
Requirements For DOE Facilities, ” the scope of this COOP
assessment will include all chapters in DOE Order 5480.19. This
is necessary to ensure that the performance and programmatic
status of the existing and planned COOP program is fully
evaluated and documented.

COOP Assessment Teams

Appointing the Assessment Team Leaders will be done by mutual
agreement of DP, OR, and Y–12. The Assessment Team Leaders will
appoint task team members.
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Committm8nt 4.1 A8se8sment Plan

Each Assessment Team will create an Assessment Program that
identifies successful, current COOP elements. The Assessment
Programs will address appropriate past COOP improvement items
and reasons for lack of success in COOP implementation.

Deliverable: Assessment Programs
Action: Team Leaders
Due Date: 30 days following second resumption or

November 1995, whichever is earlier

Comni.ttnont 4.2 A8eos8stent8

During the assessments, management positions associated with
COOP activities will be identified at MMES/Y-12. The desired
qualifications will be examined for these positions. The
COOP experience that is available to support M14ES/Y-12 will
be analyzed. The approved MMES/Y-12 DOE Order 5480.19
Implementation Plan will be examined for commitments. These
commitments will be compared to the actual COOP status. The
DOE Order 5480.19 Implementation Plan effectiveness will be
evaluated. These evaluations will consider results of the
readiness assessments performed to date. Successful methods
used at other DOE sites will be evaluated for application at
Y-12/MMES to enhance implementation of COOP at the floor
level. Both the DOE COOP program and the contractor COOP
program will be independently assessed against successful DOE
benchmarks (Rocky Flats/Savannah River/Pantex/LANL).

Deliverable: Assessment Reports
Responsibility: Assessment Teams
Due Date: 60 days following second resumption or

December 1995 whichever is earlier

Commitment 4.3 COOP AP

The integrated COOP AP tasks will be based upon the
recommendations of the Assessment Teams. The COOP AP
provides long-term programs necessary to upgrade COOP
activities, as well as near-term projects necessary to
resolve immediate COOP issues. Each of the COOP AP tasks
will have a due date and an estimated completion date.
Responsible organizations will be identified for each task.

I

I

Deliverable: COOP AP
Responsibility: Y-12/MMEs
Due Date: 60 days after Assessment Report
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TMK 5: TECHNICAL COMPETENCE REVIEW

Evaluates the experience, training and performance of key Department and iU&O

contractorpersonnel involved in saf~-related ad”w”tiesat defense nuclear facilities w“thin

the Y-12 Plant Tke scope of the review for Federal personnel includes all technical

personnel thatprovide management direction or oversight impactt”ngthe safe operti”on of

the Y-12 Plant This review mullinclude those appropriateDP personnel at Y-12, OR, the

Office of Site Operations (DP-24) line management of Y-12, and EH oversight personneL
EHpersonnel mullbe evaluated by a separate team chartered by EH.

Ruvose:

To ensure that key Department and contractorpersonnel possess the proper training and

experience and can perform their required tasksin aforrnul, deliberatefmhion in

accordance m“threviewed and approved procedures. These personnel and their associated
training and qualijic~”on programs will be supplemented, as appropn”ate,with the lessons

learnedfrom the complex in areas of trai”ningand qualljicah”on.

Discusswn:

The Department has diweloped a fiaining Assistance Team concept in response to the
Board’s Recomrnend~”on 93-3. Commitment 5.8 of the Department’s 93-3 Iinplementation

Plan developed this concept into aformal assistanceprogram that W-ll be called upon to
conduct the required assessments. l%is program along with the lessons learnedfrom the
93-3 hplement~”on Plan training and qualification initi~”ves, w“U be used to conduct.the
required evalu~”ons and subsequent corrective ad”ons.

In addition, the Critical Saf@ Elements (C$ES) developed in response to the Board’s 93-1
Recommend@”on will be used as inputfor developing the assessmentplan.

l%e evalu~”ons w“ll be conductedfor both key Federal and conhactor persorinel associated
w“thsaf~-related activitiesat the Department’s Y-12 Plank These evaiuti”ons and actions
mullbe coordinated and integratedwith other related a&ivitiesin the 94-4 Plan and will

ako consider the results of readiness assessmentsto date l%e DOE review w“ll consider

the results of the ongoing DP staffing review, as a guide in determining where to focus the
greatest attention.
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DOE Evaluation Team Leaders w“ll be selected to conduct the evaluations. The Team

Leaders are responsiblefor developing the fiaining Assistance Team programs and

assembling the specific team members necessary to conduct the evaluations. A Training
Assistance Team program may include rm”ewing thefo!!m”ng items:

o
0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

llraining plans and resource allocations;

Training, qualificd”on and expen”encerecora%;
Infrastructure and relationship to the OR;
Results of DP staffing r~”ew;

Personnel performing a~”vities;
Critm”afor evalu~”on of performance;

Individual development plans;

fiaining and qualific~”on ad”vities;
Comparison of staffing to sim”larsites;

Impact of rw”sed Order implementing Federa[ training requirements; and

Oversight of contractor ati”w”ties.

.
Gmmdmmt 5.1 lle fiaining Assistance Teams (Two teams, one will review EH
personnel and the other W-ll rm”ew remaining Federal personnel) will develop a program to
imp!ement the eva!u~”on of kty Federal personnel involved with safety-related a~”w”tiesat
defense nuclear facilities at the Y-12 l?an~

Deliverable: ‘ fiaining AssMance Team programs
.

Due Date: June 1995

Responsibility: Team Leaders

Cbmmdment 5.2 The fiaining AssiMznce Teams will conduct an assessmentusing the
Critm”aand performance objeti”ves establishedin eachTraining Assistance Team program

lke results of the tivaluti”on w“ll be summarized in a report by each Team outlining both

obsewati”onsand recommendations.

Deliverable: Team Reports

Date: October 1995

Responsibility: Team Leaders

cbmdmertt 5.3 l%e DOE will review and respond to each Team Report indicating any

resulting ati”ons that will be taken

Deliverable: DOE Response

Due Date: December 1995

Responsibility: Appropriate DOE
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Gmtractor Evahuztion A Team Leader w“ll be selected to conduct the evaluatz”on.The

Team Leader is responsiblefor developing the Training Assistance Team program and

assembling the specific team members necessary to conduct the evaluation

The Training Assistance Team program may include reviewz”ngthefollowing items:

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

fiaining plans and resource allocti’ens; ~
Criteriafor evaluti”on for performance;
Qualif7c~”on critm”a; \
TFainingprogram content and structure;

fiaining, qualification and experience records;

Evalu~”on of personnel performing activz’ties;
Training and qualzf?cti”onach”vities;

Comparison of staffing, training, and qualification to similar sites; and

The contractorprogram will be reviewed to the applicable requirements
including DOE Order 5480.20and their approved or proposed Training
lmpiement~”on Matrix (17M) and other appropriate standards.

Gnmmmmt 5.4 Z%e fiaining Assistance Team w“ll develop a Bogram to implement

the evalud”on of key contractorpersonnel involved mothsafety related ~“vities at defense
nuclear facilities at Y-12 Hank

Deliverable: fim”ning Assistance Team program
Due Date: September 1995
Responsibility: Team Leadp

amndmen t5.5The fiaining Assistance Team w“ll conduct an assessmentusing the

criteria and performance objed”ves establishedin the Training Assistance Team program
The results of the evaluti”on will be summarized by the Team in a report outlining both

observations and recommendations.

Deliverable: “ Team Report
Due Date: May 1996 ,1
Responsibility: Team Leader

al”mndment 56 2%eMMES mullrw”ew and respond to the Team Report indicating any

resulting ad”ons that will be takem

Deliverable: Contractor Response
Due Date: Ju@ 1996 1
Responsibility: MMES
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‘> Task 6 CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
3
j

Provides for the management and tracking of issues and corrective
actions and periodic status reports to Board.

Purpose:
●

To establish an effective approach for managing the issues and
corrective actions which will be generated in Near-Term
Initiatives and Tasks 2 through 5.

Discussion:

This Task Area recognizes the importance of management attention
to corrective action programs and issue tracking systems. This

will ensure that deficiencies are identified and corrected in a
responsible fashion. This task require-s Senior Working Group to
oversee both contractor issue management systems and the
subsequent corrective action programs.

The Senior Working Group ,will integrate findings from previous
Task Areas and oversee development of corrective action plans,
including schedules of performance based on reports from the
various action teams specified above.

Commitment 6.1 The Senior Working Group will monitor utilization
of issue management and commitment tracking systems within MMES,
Y-12/OR and Headquarters to track each item to satisfactory
closure. It will ensure that RA findings germane to the issues
in Recommendation 94-4 are tracked; review progress and evaluate
if commitment/schedule changes are necessary; forward revisions
to corrective action plans if needed; and provide tracking report
on status of deliverables. “

Action: Senior Working Group
Deliverable: Tracking report
Due: With quarterly reports in Task 7
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- 1, TASK 7: REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
I

Requires the Department prepare quarterly reports updating
si~nificant acc~mplishme~ts-made ‘
Implementation Plan initiatives.

in implementing the 94-4

Purpose:

To keep the
staff aware
at Y-12 and

Discussion:

amromiate Department staff and Board members and
J-A. .

of progress and activities related to the operations
the safety-related concerns addressed in the Plan.

The quarterly reports will provide progress updates on the
various initiatives. The report will highlight ongoing efforts,
review completion dates and upcoming milestones, discuss the
upcoming quarter’s activities, and note any concerns. It is
intended that a progress meeting will be convened 1 month prior
to the quarterly report, so that issues and concerns can be
surfaced and addressed early.

A phasing diagram which shows the flow of all deliverables is
provided as Appendix B.

Commitment 7.1 Quarterly progress reports will be issued within
30 days of the end of every calendar quarter. The first
quarterly report will be issued by July 1995.

Initially, an interim report will be issued containing an update
of all activities occurring between the issuance of the
Implementation Plan and the quarter ending in March 1995. The
interim report will contain a suggested format and schedule for
future reports and will be issued by April 1995.

Deliverable: Interim Report issued to the Board
Due Date: April 1995
Deliverable: Quarterly Report issued to the Board
Due Date: First report by July 1995
Action: DP-24
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‘) TASK 8: CHANGE CONTROL

! Establishes a process for managing changes and unanticipated
events. The 94-4 Implementation Plan is acomplex and long-
range plan. Flexibility is needed to address changes in
commitments, actions, or completion dates where modifications are
necessary due to additional information, project refinements, or
changes in the Department’s baseline assumptions.

Purpose:

To provide a change control process to handle implementation
course corrections or process changes..

Discussion: ~

The 94–4 Implementation Plan is based on certain assumptions.
These assumptions were used to develop commitment dates. If
outyear funding, personnel resource levels, or mission changes
occur, the original date for commitments may require
modification. In addition, any slippage or changes in the Y-12
Resumption schedule may impact Plan dates or Resumption
requirements.

Any anticipated significant changes in deliverable due dates will
be promptly brought to the attention of the Board prior to the
passing of the completion date; formally discussed in the
quarterly progress reports, including appropriate corrective
actions; and, where appropriate, submitted to the Board as a
revision to the Implementation Plan.

Changes to tarcret dates may be made at the discretion of the
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Military Application and Stockpile
Support (DP-20) and will be formally addressed in the quarterly
progress reports as required, but will not require a revision to
this Plan. ,

Commitment 8.1 Substantive changes in a Department Commitment
content or Commitment due date will be formally submitted. The

Implementation Plan will be revised and resubmitted as
appropriate.

Deliverable: Revised Implementation Plan
Due Date: As required
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Appendix A Matrix of

.,

SubRec SubRec
1 2A

N.1.l xx xx

N.1.2 xx xx

N.1.3 xx xx

.- -

)

N.2.2 xx

N.2.3 xx

N.2.4 ‘ xx

IN.2.5 I XX I

N.3.1 xx

N.3.2 xx

N.4.1 xx

N.4.2 xx

2.1 xx

2.2 xx

2.3

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

4.1

4.2
I }

4.3

5.1

5.2

5.4

5.5

Deliverables vs Subrecommendations

SubRec SubRec SubRec SubRec SubRec
2B 2C 2D 3 4

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx xx

xx xx
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i Appendix C Glossary

Recommendation 94-4
Implementation Plan

Criticality A two-part form which contains the request for
Safety criticality safety evaluation and the authorized
Approval (CSA) approval of a fissionable material operation.

Cognizant The Departmental official, at the Assistant
Secretarial Secretary level, who is responsible for the
Officer (CSO) assignment of work, the institutional overview of a

facility, or both.

Facility For each major facility or group of lesser
Representative facilities, an individual assigned responsibility by
(FR) the Head of the Field Element for monitoring the

performance of the facility and its operations.
This individual is the primary point of contact with
the contractor and is responsible to the appropriate
DOE Program Office and Field Elements.

Line The contractor’s certification that the Readiness
‘“%nagement
irtification

Assessment pre-requisites have been completed and

.Atter
that the facilities are in a satisfactory level of
readiness to support resumption.

Mentoring A process through which experienced, senior
professionals provide knowledge and guidance to less
experienced employees to assist them in their
development, both within their field of expertise
and within the organization.

Operational Those requirements that define the conditions, safe
Safety boundaries, and bases thereof, and management of
Requirement administrative controls required to ensure the safe
(OSR) operation of a facility.

Performance A systematic approach to training that is based on
Based Training tasks and the related knowledge and skills required
(PBT ) for competent job performance. PBT is also known as

Instructional System Design, Systematic Approach to
Training, Training System Design, CriteriOn
Referenced Instruction, or Competency Based
Training.

Restart The DOE official designated to provide permission to
Authority resume nuclear operations per DOE Order 5480.31.
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‘ -3;sumption

Self-
?Wsessment

Special
Operations

Training
Implementation
Matrix (TIM)

Type C
Investigation

Technical
Qualification

Technical
Qualification
Standard

For each of the six mission areas, the date that
authorization is given by the DOE Restart Authority
without pre-start requirements, .or the date that DOE
approves ‘closure of pre-start requirements.

An on-going, multifaceted process that is conducted
at all levels of a line organization including
contractors, Operations Offices/Area Offices/ and
Headquarters. This is an integral component of a
quality management program.

Special nuclear operations required to support
National Security Commitments and other Secretarial
initiatives.

A matrix prepared by the operating organization
which defines and describes the application of the
selection, qualification, and training requirements
of DOE Order 5480.20. This matrix includes any
exceptions taken for requirements which are not
implemented.

A detailed systematic search by the contractor to
uncover “who, what, where, ..●tc. “ of the occurrence
and determine the actions needed to prevent
recurrence.

The process that is used to objectively determine
that individuals performing activities related to
the technical management, oversight, or operation of
DOE nuclear facilities possess the necessary
knowledge, skills, and abilities, as determined by a
functional analysis of position requirements, to
effectively perform their specific duties and
responsibilities.

The document that describes the process and
requirements to objectively determine that
individuals can effectively perform specific
activities related to technical management,
oversight, or operation of DOE nuclear facilities.
The document typically describes the selection
criteria, initial training requirements (in terms of
knowledge, skills, and abilities), continuing
training requirements, and performance evaluation
criteria.
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) Appendix D Acronyms & Abbreviations

)
...-

..
)

AP ‘ -

ASDP

Board

CAP

COOP

CSA

CSE

Cso

DAS

DASMASS

DP

DP-1

DP–20

DP-24

EH

EH-1

EHSR

EM

FM

HQ

HR

Assessment or Action Program

Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs

Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board

Corrective Action Plan

Conduct of Operations

Criticality Safety Approval

Critical Safety Elements

Cognizant Secretarial Officer

Deputy Assistant Secretary

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Military
Applications and Stockpile Support (DP-20)

Defense Programs

Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Military
Applications and Stockpile Support -

Office of Site Operations

Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Environment, Safety and Health

Assistant Secretary for Environment, Safety and
Health

EH Site Representative

Environmental Management

Field Management -

U.S. Department of Energy Headquarters

Office of the Assistant Secretary for Human
Resources and Administration
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Implementation Plan

K-25 Site at Oak Ridge, TN .

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM

1P

K-25

LANL

M&O Management and Operations

Martin-Marietta Energy Systems

Oak Ridge “National Laboratory at Oak Ridge, TN

MMES

ORNL

Oak Ridge Operations Office

Operational Safety RequirementOSR

PLAN 94-4 Implementation Plan

Plan of ActionPOA

RA “ Readiness Assessment

Rocky Flats, CORF

RFA Request for Approval

Readiness’ To Proceed

Secretary of Energy

RTP

s-l .

Savannah River, Aiken, SCSR

Senior Steering CommitteeSsc

Senior Working GroupSWG

Training and QualificationT&Q ‘

Training Assistance TeamTAT

Training Implementation MatrixTIM

Y-12 Plant / Y-12 Site OfficeY-12/Yso

,.
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